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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let u and zj be scalar functions of t satisfying the differential equations 
u’ = g(u, 4, v’ = h(u, v), (1) 
and subject to the two-point boundary-value condition 
u(a) = c, 
v(0) = d. 
Standard methods yield existence and uniqueness theorems when a < 1. 
However, to obtain an existence and uniqueness theorem for general a it is 
necessary to impose some structure. One way of doing this is to associate the 
equations with some physical process which is meaningful for all a. In [ 1, 21, 
we considered associated control processes. Here we will use a scattering 
process. 
Let us note that even if existence and uniqueness have been established, 
the problem of finding an algorithm which is computationally feasible may 
still be unresolved. 
Our basic tool is a monotonicity result for linear systems. In subsequent 
papers we will establish corresponding results for vector systems. 
2. ONE-DIMENSIONAL SCATTERING PROCESS 
Consider a one-dimensional scattering process where a particle moves 
along a line of finite length [O, u]. It either continues in its original direction, 
reverses its direction, or disappears. When it reaches either end-point, it 
escapes. 
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Specifically, we assume that moving to the right traversing the interval 
[f, t -1 d], d an infinitesimal, there is a probability phR’(t) 9 of being 
absorbed, a probability p’;“‘(t) d f o reversing direction and a probability 
1 - pi!‘0 - p$‘d of continuing in the same direction. Similarl!-, motion 
to the left is governed by the functions &f’(t) and p?‘(t). 
Supposing a steady-state incident flux at 0 of intensity one particle per unit 
time, we wish to determine the intensity of reflected flus, transmitted flux 
and, more generally, the internal left-hand and right-hand fluxes. Although 
by flux here we really mean expected flus, we shall act as if the process is 
deterministic. This is of no import at the moment since we are using the 
physical process as a guide to our intuition in treating the equations in (I. 1). 
We introduce the functions 
u(t) = the flux to the left at t, 
o(t) = the flux to the right at f, 
(1) 
incident Flux u(t)- -v(t) 
I 
0 t a 
FIGURE 1 
We see then that 
u(0) = reflected flux, 
w(a) = transmitted flux. 
Two values are known 
u(a) = 0, 
w(0) = 1. 
(2) 
(3) 
3. TRANSPORT EQUATIONS 
To obtain equations for Y and z), we argue in the familiar fashion, using 
conservation relations at t. 
u(t)- - v(t) 
I I 
0 t-a t t+n a 
FIGURE 2 
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In this way we obtain 
u(t) = (1 - pE’d - pyd) u(t + A) + v(t) pF)d + o(A), 
(1) 
v(t) = (1 - pyd - p?‘d) o(t - A) + u(t)pyLl + o(d). 
Allowing d to approach zero, we obtain the equations 
- u’(t) = - (p?’ + p?‘) u(t) + pl.“qq, 
(2) 
d(t) = - (ptR’ + p(R)) o(t) + pS”‘u(t), a r 
subject to the two-point boundary conditions of (2.3). 
In the paper [3], we have discussed the existence and uniqueness of the 
solution of this system under the reasonable condition that the quantities p, 
and p, are nonnegative. We have also discussed the vector case. Here we 
wish to take p:‘,“’ and pbp’ as functions of u and V, the fluxes and examine the 
question of existence and uniqueness of solution of the associated nonlinear 
system 
- u’(t) = - (Pa”‘(~) + PY’) u(t) + p?‘+>, 
(3) 
v’(t) = - (ph”‘(u) + pl’z’) o(t) + pl.“‘u(t). 
Essentially, we are assuming that particle-medium interaction accounts 
for linear scattering while particle-particle interaction, dependent upon flux 
intensity, accounts for absorption. In subsequent papers we shall consider 
more general equations, as well as the multidimensional case. 
4. bIONOTONICITY PROPERTY 
Our basic tool will be a monotonicity property of the solutions of the linear 
Eq. (3.2). 
This brings on the observation, intuitively clear, that an increase in the 
absorption coefficients will decrease all internal fluxes u and v and, conversely, 
a decrease will increase the fluxes u and V. To establish this result rigorously, 
we make extensive use of the corresponding results for the reflected and trans- 
mitted fluxes. To obtain these results we employ the Riccati equations of 
invariant imbedding. 
Supposing for the moment that this monotone behavior has been estab- 
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lished, let us see how it yields the corresponding result for the internal 
fluxes. Consider an interval [b, c], 0 < 11, r < x) and write 
R(b, c) -= reflected flus at b due to incident 
unit flux at b, 
T(b, c) = transmitted flus at c due to incident 
unit flux at b. 
(1) 
Then, referring to Fig. 1, we have the following equations connecting u 
and z’, 
v(t) = qo, q + R(t, 0) u(t), 
u(t) = R(t, u) v(t). 
(2) 
Hence, solving for v, 
v(t) = T(0, t)/( 1 - R(t, 0) R(t, a)). (3) 
Since 0 < R, T < 1 uniformly [3], we see that v as determined by (3) is 
monotone increasing if R and T are. 
5. RICCATI EQUATION 
It remains, therefore, to establish the requisite property of R and T. We 
require the Riccati equation furnished by invariant imbedding. 
Consider the linear system 
u’ = UllU + U#, u(u) = 1, 
v’ = QU + u*fq u(0) = 0. 
Introducing the principal solutions defined by 
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Hence the reflected flux is given by 
r(a) = sw44 (4 
It follows that Y(Q) satisfies the Riccati equation 
y’(a) = a21 + (a22 - all) y(a) - u/(u). (5) 
Identifying (1) above with (3.3), we see that R(0, a) satisfies the equation 
R’ zz py’ - (p:’ + p:) + p?’ + pcR’) R + py)R2. (6) 
The conservation relations established in [l] show that R exists for a 3 0 
and that 0 < R < 1. To establish the desired monotone dependence on pbp) 
and pa’, we use the integral equation equivalent to (6), namely, 
It is clear from this that as pbR’ and p:‘,“’ increase, the function R decreases 
and similarly that a decrease in pbR’ and pi” increases R. 
Perhaps the easiest way to demonstrate this is to use the successive approx- 
imations 
R ‘expl- nt1 = I s 1 
a [-..I [py’ + #)R$ dq], (8) 
0 a1 
R, = 0. The desired monotonicity property holds for each n and R, -+ R. 
6. Succ~~s~v~ APPROXIMATIONS 
To treat the original nonlinear equation, we employ successive approxima- 
tions. Let U. , w. be defined by 
(D - uo’ =- p, 240 + pyer, , uo(a) = c, 
(1) 
(R) 
vo’ = -P, CL) uo + Pr 0, > u,(O) = 4 c, d > 0. 
This equation determines the flux that would occur if no absorption took 
place. If either c or d is positive, u. and no are both positive. We next define 
u1 and v1 by means of the equations 
- ul’ = - (pjl”‘(qJ + PfL’) u + 1 + pCR) T 2119 44 = c, 
(4 
Vl ’ = - (p’“‘(u,) + p(R)) v a r 1 + p(L) z Ul, z+(O) = d. 
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This equation uniquelv determines the nonnegative fluxes u1 and 7’1 
provided that we assume that P:“(V), &,“( ) 21 are nonnegative for nonnegative 
2’ and u. \\‘e now continue in this fashion, defining ~,,+r , z!,,+r for II : I h! 
means of 
-24 ;z+l == - (pjl”‘(r,,) -r~ pj.“‘) II,, t1 ~- p;.R).C,,+l 1 u,z,l(a) r-= c. 
(3) 
, 
v,,+1 = - (plR’(u <I n ) + pCR’) 2’ r + p nil I %+1 ! %+1(O) = CL 
At each stage the functions u,, cl and ~‘,,+r are uniquely determined. 
7. ~IONOTONICITY 
Let us now assume in addition that pa)(v) and PAR’(U) are monotone increas- 
ing functions of ZI and u. Using the monotonicity results for the linear system, 
we can assert that 
0 < u1 < ug , 0 < Vl < v() . (1) 
Observe that u0 and v0 furnish upper bounds for any nonnegative solution 
of (1.1). This means that u1 and zlr furnish lower bounds for any nonnegative 
solution of (1.1). 
Repeating the argument, we see that 
Ul s. u, , VI\ 2. < v 
Continuing in this fashion, we obtain the inequalities 
Let 
20 = lim u,,, , n-x 




s = lim v n,r, al’ 
y = lim vSnfl . 
n-z 
Then z > w, s >y. 
It remains to determine conditions under which we can show that z = W, 
y = x. These equalities hold and can be demonstrated in the usual way for 
a< 1. 
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8. CONVERGENCE 
Let us restrain ourselves for the moment to the important case where 
pp(v) = pjrl)q pjp’(u) = pf%. 
Then we have the simultaneous equations 
(1) 
- z’ = - (p(L)y + p(L)) z + py a L r 7 Y z(a) = c, 
y’ = - (pjcR)w + pjp’) y + pyz, ~(0) = 4 
- we = - (p’“‘y + #L’) w + $R) , a r 5- XT w(u) = c, 
x’ = - (pCR)z + ptL’) x + pCL)w n ?- r > w(0) = d. 





- (z - w)’ = -#‘(z - w) + #‘(y - x) + #)(yw - xz). 
Write 
yw - x.z = y(w - x) + z(y - x). 
Then (4) becomes 
(4) 
(5) 
- (z - w)’ = (2 - w) [- py - ppy] $- (Jp’ + fpz) (y - x) (6) 
with a similar equation for y - x obtained, subtracting (3b) from (2b). 
These are linear equations of scattering type for the functions (Z - w) 
and (y - x) which are zero at the endpoints. Hence 
z-w=o, y - .t’ = 0, (7) 
the desired equality. 
This simultaneously establishes the uniqueness of the solution of (1.1). 
9. hIORE GENERAL NONLINEAR TERM 
Consider now the case where p;‘)(y) and pa)(x) are not necessarily linear. 
The key identity is 
p?‘(y) w - p?‘(x) z = p:‘(y) (w - z) + (&‘(y) - p(x)) z. 
If we can write 
(1) 
d?(Y) - P6”‘(4 
(Y -4 
= positive function, (2) 
the proof goes through as before. 
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